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ABSTRACTIn this artile, we present a method whih aims at usingontologies to perform di�erent types of reasoning. Thismethod, alled operationalization, proposes to automatiallyadapt the representation of the axioms to the type of reason-ing the KBS in whih the ontology is integrated is dediatedto. This proess is based on the desription of the oper-ational goal of the KBS through a senario of use. So, weargue for the distintion between the problems of knowledgerepresentation in ontologies, that are built at the oneptuallevel, and the problems related to reasoning with ontolo-gies, that our at the operational level. Moreover, beausereasoning on the Web requires to reason both on domainknowledge and on ontologies, for instane for evaluation oralignment purposes, we propose an extension of the opera-tionalization method that permits to reason on ontology byoperationalizing a meta-representation of the language usedto represent ontologies. The language we use, alled OCGL,is based on the Coneptual Graphs model and a tool, alledTooCoM, implements this language and the operationaliza-tion method.
Categories and Subject DescriptorsI.2.4 [Arti�ial Intelligene℄: Knowledge RepresentationFormalisms and Methods�representation languages, seman-ti networks
KeywordsKnowledge Engineering, Knowledge Representation, Ontolo-gies, Semanti Web, Coneptual Graphs
1. INTRODUCTIONCurrently, ontologies are as the heart of many importantInformation Tehnology issues beause they enable reason-ing on domain assertions. For instane, in the ontext ofthe Semanti Web, ontologies are prinipally used to rep-resent the ontent of web resoures in order to failitateonept-based Information Retrieval. But providing onlineontology-based servies to the end-users implies that theonline servies are able to test the available ontologies, toompare, align and merge them, and use them in an opera-tional way in order to provide reasoning apabilities. Thus,
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to reason on the Web, we need ontologies to represent knowl-edge inluded in the online resoures, for reasoning on theresoures, but we also need appliations that must be able toreason on the ontologies themself. In other words, domainontologies are not used as a referene system to perform rea-sonings on a fat base, but they are the objets on whihthe reasonings are performed. This approah requires thepossibility to represent a domain ontology in a similar wayas a knowledge base, i.e. a set of assertions whih are de-�ned aording to a partiular ontology O and on whihan be applied reasoning mehanisms (based on rules andonstraints of O) for deduing news assertions.Moreover, reasoning on the Web requires the representa-tion of axiomati knowledge, that is not only terminologialknowledge, but all the semantis of a knowledge domain: thedesription of a domain through onepts and relations be-tween these onepts must be enrihed by properties, suh assubsomption, that express their semantis. The OWL prop-erties orrespond to this axiomati level, but the need of alarger expressivity is now underlined. The wedding betweenthe World Wide Web and Knowledge Engineering an onlybe elebrated when the � wedding ake � dreamed up byT. Berners-Lee will be ompletely build [3℄. In this ontext,the question of the representation and the use of axiomatiknowledge is at the heart of most of the reent works on theSemanti Web.In this artile, we fous on the problematis of the oper-ational use of axiomati knowledge, that is the way prop-erties expressed in ontologies an be used to reason. Be-ause the need of very expressive ontology representationlanguages, we onsider heavyweight ontologies, that inludeboth well-none properties suh as OWL properties, and gen-eral axioms, expressed as ouples (anteedent,onsequent).We propose an uni�ed model for operationalizing ontologiesthat an be applied both to reasoning on domain assertionsand on ontologies themself. In our method, the operational-ization of an ontology relies on the spei�ation of an opera-tional goal, that desribes the way the axiomati knowledgeof the ontology will be used to reason. The operationalform of the ontology is then automatially generated, as aset of rules and/or onstraints that an be diretly usedby an inferene engine. The same mehanism is used tooperationalize a meta-representation of the ontology repre-sentation language, to produe an operational form of thismeta-representation that allows to reason on every ontologyexpressed in the language.



The language we use in our work, alled OCGL (OntologyConeptual Graph Language), is based on the ConeptualGraph model and permits to represent both terminologialand axiomati knowledge, with lassial properties like sub-somption or algebrai properties but with also general ax-ioms for representing properties that an not be expressedas lassial ones. Ontologies in OCGL are represented in agraphial way, inluding axioms, and the Coneptual Graphmodel provides reasoning mehanisms based on graph ho-momorphism that are used for reasoning both on domainknowledge and ontologies. OCGL, and the operationaliza-tion mehanisms, are implemented in a tool alled TooCoM(a Tool to Operationalize an Ontology with the ConeptualGraphs Model) available on the Web at http://soureforge.net/projets/tooom/.The rest of this paper is strutured as follows. Setion2 presents the OCGL language and the way the axiomatiknowledge is represented in this model. Setion 3 �rst intro-dues the proess we advoate to operationalize an ontologyand then shows the appliation of this proess in the on-text of the Coneptual Graphs model. Finally, setion 4presents the appliation of the operationalization to a meta-representation of OCGL in order to reason on the ontologiesexpressed in OCGL.
2. ONTOLOGY CONCEPTUAL GRAPH

LANGUAGEThe OCGL modeling language (Ontology Coneptual GraphsLanguage [6℄) we advoate for speifying an ontology (at theoneptual level) is based on the Coneptual Graph modeland its extensions [1℄. Representing an ontology in OCGLmainly onsists in (1) speifying the oneptual voabularyof the domain and (2) speifying the semantis of this on-eptual voabulary through axioms [12℄.The oneptual voabulary onsists of a set of Conepts(f. �gure 1), a set of Relations (f. �gure 2) and a set ofontologial instanes of onepts. An ontologial instane ofa onept is an instane required to express the semantisof the domain. For example, in the domain of mathematis,
π is an ontologial instane of the onept Number, beausethe expression of many axioms of this domain requires thisinstane. However, 3.54 is not an ontologial instane. Thesets of onepts and relations an be strutured by usingboth well-known oneptual properties, alled ShemataAxioms, and Domain Axioms. Shemata axioms are re-lated to one or two oneptual primitives (onepts or rela-tions), so they are represented in the primitive hierarhies,by symbols that omplete the trees, as presented in �gures 1and 2.The Shemata Axioms proposed in OCGL are:1. the ISA link (subsomption property) between two on-epts or two relations used to onstrut onept/relationtaxonomies (tree or lattie);2. the Abstration of a onept, whih orresponds to anExhaustive-Deomposition in some works [9℄;3. the Disjointness of two onepts. Note that it is pos-sible to de�ne a Partition [9℄ by using the abstra-tion and the disjointness. For instane, the deompo-sition of Number into (OddNumber and EvenNumber) isa partition beause Number is an abstrat onept andOddNumber and EvenNumber are disjoint;

Figure 1: Representation of a onept hierarhy inOCGL. An arrow represents a subsomption link be-tween a onept and one of its parents, a oneptwithout surround is abstrat, the rossed irles rep-resent disjointness of onepts.4. the Signature of a relation;5. the Algebrai properties of a relation (symmetry, re-�exivity, transitivity, irre�exivity, antisymmetry);6. the Exlusivity or the Inompatibility between two re-lations. The inompatibility between two relations R1and R2 is formalized by ¬(R1 ∧ R2), the exlusivityis formalized by ¬R1 ⇒ R2. Inompatibility betweenrelations is similar to disjointness of onepts;7. the Cardinalities (Minimale and Maximale) of a rela-tion1.

Figure 2: Representation of a relation hierarhy inOCGL. A rossed irle represents an inompatibil-ity (or exlusivity) between two relations, algebraiproperties and ardinalities of a relation are indi-ated by symbols above the name of the relation (Sfor symmetry, T for transitivity, C+ and C- for theardinalities, et.).Domain Axioms di�er from Shemata Axioms in thesense that they are totally spei� to the domain whereas1Note that we onsider ardinalities of n-ary relations, thatan be spei�ed for any of the onepts of the relation sig-nature, as OWL only allows binary relations.



Shemata Axioms represent lassial properties of oneptsor relations. The OCGL graphial syntax used to expresssuh a Domain Axiom is based on the Coneptual Graphsmodel. Thus, a Domain Axiom is omposed of anAnteedentpart and a Consequent part, with a formal semantis thatintuitively orresponds to: if the Anteedent part is true,then the Consequent part is true. Figure 3 shows the OCGLgraph representing the axiom �The enemy of my friend ismy enemy� related to OntoFamily, a simple ontology ded-iated to family relationships. Note that this axiom is areal Domain Axiom beause it annot be represented by us-ing lassial properties, in omparison with the axiom "Thefriend of my friend is my friend" whih is represented by thetransitivity of the relation alled Friend(Human,Human), thatis a Shemata Axiom of OCGL.OCGL has been implemented in a tool alled TooCoM(a Tool to Operationalize an Ontology with the ConeptualGraph Model)2 Thanks to this tool, it is possible to de�nethe oneptual primitives (onepts and relations) and tospeify the Shemata Axioms and the Domain Axioms in agraphial way.
Figure 3: Representation in OCGL of the axiom �Theenemy of my friend is my enemy�. The bright nodes rep-resent the anteedent part, the dark ones the on-sequent part. The logial expression of the graph isautomatially generated.Note that TooCoM also allows the user to import ontolo-gies expressed in OWL, by using the OWL API[2℄. Classesin OWL orrespond to Conepts in OCGL, and binary re-lations of OWL orrespond to binary relations in OCGL.Properties of lasses and relations in OWL are translatedinto axiom shemata in OCGL, but some properties arenot now translated, beause of the di�erene of expressiv-ity of the two languages. For instane, the allValuesFrom,someValuesFrom and hasValue properties in OWL are nottranlated in OCGL. Conversely, the axioms of OCGL annot be translated in OWL as long as OWL does not of-fer apability of rule-like axioms representation. But theextension of OCGL is planned, in order to get loser theexpressivities of the two languages.
3. REASONING ON DOMAIN WITH ON-

TOLOGIES2TooCom is dediated to the edition and the op-erationalization (f. setion 3) of domain ontolo-gies [5℄. It is available under GNU GPL liense athttp://soureforge.net/projets/tooom/.

Most of the urrent ontologies are lightweight ontologies,that only integrate terminologial knowledge and a few prop-erties used to struture it, in partiular subsomption prop-erties. To reason on the Web, ontologies have to apture thewhole knowledge of a domain, and to evolve from lightweightontologies to heavyweight ontologies, that inlude all axiomsthat are needed to represent the semantis of the domain.The RuleML initiative [4℄ and the SWRL initiative [11℄ arebased on the statement that the representation of heavy-weight ontologies requires the use of rule-like expressions,that we all axioms.But, for keeping the independene of an ontology from theappliations where it is used, in order to ensure its portabil-ity and reutilisability, the representation of the axioms mustonly preise their formal semantis, whih onstraint the in-terpretation of the oneptual primitives, without foringtheir operational semantis, whih �x the way the axiomsare used in an appliation to reason [6℄. For instane, thesymmetry property of a binary relation has a well-knownsemantis. But this property an be used in di�erent waysto reason, aording to the operational goal of the systemin whih the property is used: for instane to produe newknowledge by deduing, from the existene of suh a rela-tion, the existene of a new one; or to hek a fat, to verifythat if suh a relation exist, the symmetri property alsoexists.So, to be used for reasoning on the Web, an (heavyweight)ontology has to be thrown into the operational level, thatis the formal semantis spei�ed by the axioms has to beompleted by the spei�ation of an operational semantiswhih desribes the way the axioms are implemented to rea-son. First, the formalism of suh an operational ontologymust be operational, that is it must provides operationalmehanisms allowing the KBS to manipulate the represen-tations for reasoning purposes. Seondly, the representationof the ontology in this operational formalism must be inaordane with the types of reasonings the system is dedi-ated to. So, the operationalization of an ontology onsists,on the one hand, in hoosing the operational representationlanguage whih o�ers manipulation mehanisms ompatiblewith the onsidered operational goal and, on the other hand,in adapting the representation of the ontology to this goalby speifying the operational semantis of the knowledge ex-pressed at the oneptual level. This operational semantisis determinated by the onsidered appliation, whereas theformal semantis depends on the onsidered domain (andof ourse on the formal semantis in whih the ontology iswritten). Thus, as shown in �gure 4, an ontology an beused to produe several operational ontologies for di�erentkind of reasoning.
3.1 Operationalization: basic fundationsTo adapt an ontology to an operational goal, we propose tospeify this goal through a senario of use, that desribesthe operational semantis of the ontology. A senario of usespei�es the way the knowledge spei�ed in the ontologywill be used. It essentially desribes what the domain ax-ioms (and shemata axioms) will be used for. Beause therepresentation of terminologial knowledge of the domaindoes not depend on the many possible appliation ontexts,the representation of a onept or a relation will be the samefor a system dediated to knowledge validation or a systemdediated to knowledge prodution. Then, only operational
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Figure 4: Operationalization proess: an overview.The same ontology an lead to several operationalontologies appropriated to di�erent KBS.representations of axioms have to be adapted to the goal ofthe onsidered appliation3.Generally speaking, knowledge is used to produe newknowledge or to validate existing knowledge. The knowledgemanipulation an also be done automatially by the systemor it an be driven by the user. So, to speify a senario ofuse, we propose to onsider two riteria:
• the inferential or validation use of the knowledgeexpressed in the ontology. For example, the axiom�the enemy of my enemy is my friend� an be used toprodue knowledge (i.e. to dedue, when there existsan enemy of one of my enemies, that he is my friend)or to hek assertions (i.e. to hek that any enemy ofone of my enemies is my enemy).
• the impliit (i.e. automati) or expliit (i.e. drivenby the user) use of the knowledge expressed in the on-tology. The previous axiom an be used to automati-ally omplete or hek a knowledge base, without theuser asking for this. But the user an also be fored toapply the axiom, for instane for eduational purpose,what implies that the axiom is only managed by theuser.The ombination of this two riteria produes four pos-sible senarios of use: the inferential and impliit one, theinferential and expliit one, the validation and impliit oneand the validation and expliit one. Two partiular ases ofsenario of use an be distinguished: the pure validation se-nario, where all the axioms are only used to validate a knowl-edge base aording to the semantis of the domain, and theinferential and impliit senario where the axioms are auto-matially used to produe new fats, without user interven-tion. In the last ase, whih is those of expert systems, theautomati inferenes are supposed to produe knowledge in3Of ourse, using di�erent oneptual paradigms to rep-resent the ontology and the operational ontologies (forinstane the Frame paradigm and the Entity/Relationparadigm) requires in addition a modi�ation of the rep-resentation of the terminologial knowledge. In TooCoM,only the Entity/Relation paradigm is used.

aordane with the semantis of the domain and no valida-tion is required. The most ommon senarii ombine infer-ential and validation uses of axioms. For instane, a senariodediated to a omputer-aided teahing appliation allowsthe user to apply knowledge to dedue new fats and also tohek his work. Suh a senario omprises automati infer-enes and validation proesses, in aordane with the levelof the user. So, in these mixed senarii, the knowledge en-gineer must speify for eah axiom the way it will be use inthe KBS. We all this spei�ation the ontext of use ofan axiom4.
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Inferential Inferential Validationand Impliit and Expliit and ImpliitContext of use Context of use Context of useaxiom shema thatonerns onept ∅ ∅ ∅inompatibility 1 impliit negative onstraint + n impliitand exlusivity rules (for a n-ary relation)axiom shema (that 1 expliit ruleonerns relation) + a set of a set ofand axiom with 1 impliit negative negativeonly relations in rule and impliit and impliitthe onsequent onstraints onstraintsaxiom with onepts 1 impliit 1 expliit ∅in the onsequent rule ruleFigure 6: Automati operationalization rules for theCGs model.When the senario of use is spei�ed for an ontology andan appliation that exploits this ontology, the orrespond-ing operational ontology must be produed in the hoosenoperational language. For instane, we have de�ne rulesfor operationalizing ontologies expressed in OCGL into theConeptual Graphs model. This model o�ers rules and on-straints that enable the representation of axiomati knowl-edge at the operational level. Both positive and negativeonstraints are available: the semantis of a positive on-straint is if the hypothesis part of the onstraint is present,then the onlusion part must be present; the semantis ofa negative onstraint is if the hypothesis part of the on-straint is present, then the onlusion part must be absent.So, given an domain axiom or a shema axiom of an on-tology expressed in OCGL and the ontext of use of theaxiom, the operationalization of the axiom produes a setof rules and/or onstraint, expliit or impliit, aording tooperationalization rules that are summarized in �gure 6.
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Figure 7: Overview of the interations betweenDomain Ontology, Ontology of Representation andKBS.
4. REASONING DOMAIN ONTOLOGIES AT

THE META-LEVEL

4.1 Operationalization at the meta-levelSine domain ontologies are oneptual representations ofa domain, their operationalization produes operational on-tologies that enable reasoning on domain fats. In the sameway, reasoning on ontologies themself an be done by oper-

ationalizing the representation ontology on whih they arebased, i.e. a meta-ontology. More preisely, if we onsiderontologies expressed in the OCGL language (for example),operationalizing the ontology of the OCGL language pro-dues operational ontologies that permit to reason aboutthe �rst ontologies.To test this idea, we have built the ontology of OCGL,alled MetaOCGL, whih represents knowledge about theOCGL language, the primitives of the language, and their se-mantis expressed through axioms. MetaOCGL is an ontol-ogy of the OCGL language, expressed in OCGL and an thenbe onsidered as an ontology at the meta-level [9℄. As shownin �gure 8, MetaOCGL inludes all the onepts of OCGLand their relations (isa relation, exlusivity/inompatibilitybetween relations, disjointness of onepts, links between re-lations and onepts in a graph that expresses an axiom).MetaOCGL also inludes shemata axioms and domain ax-ioms whih express the formal semantis of OCGL.A domain ontology an then be represented as a MetaOCGLinstane (i.e. a MetaOCGL graph), as domain fats an berepresented by OCGL graphs. The MetaOCGL graph thatrepresents an ontology ontains a part whih is dediatedto the representation of the onept hierarhy (inludingshemata axioms), a part whih is dediated to the represen-tation of the relation hierarhy (inluding shemata axioms),and as many part as axioms in the ontology. For instane,�gure 9 shows the MetaOCGL graphs dediated to the rep-resentation of the two axioms �the enemy of my enemy ismy friend� and �the enemy of my friend is my friend�, andtheir orresponding meta-graphs in MetaOCGL.Figure 7 shows the interations that exist between DomainOntology, Ontology of Representation and KBS. It also un-derlines the three main ativities related to the integrationof ontologies into KBS: Modelling, Operationalization andRepresentation. At the domain level, an ontology (alledDomain Ontology in �gure 7) of a partiular domain (alledDomain in the �gure) is built via a modelling proess. Rea-soning about fats on this domain in a KBS is allowed byoperationalizing the ontology aording to a partiular se-nario of use whih desribes the way the axiomati part ofthe ontology is used in the KBS. Then, the generated opera-tional ontology an be used to reason about fats whih arerepresentations of instanes of the domain. To sum-up, themodelling of a domain leads to a domain ontology inludingConepts, Relations and Axioms (both axiom shemata anddomain axioms). The Operationalization of a domain ontol-ogy leads to the development of the ontologial level of aKBS, inluding Terminologial Knowledge (onepts and re-lations) and Reasoning Knowledge, i.e. rules and onstraintsorresponding to the operational forms of the axioms in theontext of use whih has been hoosen. Finally, the Rep-resentation of a domain leads to the onstrution of theAssertional Level of the KBS, i.e. fats whih are de�nedaording to the Terminologial Knowledge, and whih aremanipulated by the Reasoning Knowledge.This three-step proess (Modelling, Operationalization, Rep-resentation) an also be applied at the meta-level (f. �gure7). The Ontology of Representation modelizes the languageused to express the Domain Ontology. This ontology of rep-resentation is also expressed with the onsidered language.It an be operationalized in a KBS, and the generated op-erational ontology enables reasoning on the Domain Ontol-ogy. In this KBS de�ned at the meta-level, a fat is the
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4.2 Operationalization of MetaOCGL: an ap-

plication to ontology evaluationIn order to use the MetaOCGL ontology for ontology eval-uation (whih inludes veri�ation, validation and assess-ment ativities [9℄), it is neessary to operationalize it in avalidation and impliit senario of use, i.e. all the axiomsof MetaOCGL are used to validate a fat base whih or-
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Figure 9: Two axioms represented in MetaOCGL�The enemy of my friend is my enemy� and �The enemy ofmy enemy is my friend� . The type_identity links denotethat the nodes are of the same type in the axiom.The two graphs are the same without onsideringtype_identity links, but they di�er when onsider-ing these links, beause relations in the hypothesispart of the axiom at the top have the same type(enemy), but not those of the axiom at the bottom(enemy and friend).responds to the meta-representation of a domain ontology.In the example of the �gure 10, the fat base is the graphwhih represents an extrat of the OntoFamily O1. An er-ror has been voluntarily introdued in the signature of the�aunt(Woman,Universal)� binary relation: this relation is asub-relation of the �relation_involving_a_Man(Woman,Hu-man)� relation. So, the signature of �aunt� is not in onfor-mity with those of �relation_involving_a_Man�. The ap-pliation of the signature onformity axiom (f. �gure 8), ina validation ontext of use, reveals the problem: the darkpart of the graph is those whih orresponds to the breakingof the axiom.Note that our approah allows the knowledge engineerto expliitly de�ne, through the de�nition of axioms at themeta-level, the riteria used to evaluate the ontent of on-tologies in terms of onsisteny, ompleteness and onise-ness. This delarative de�nition of riteria at the oneptuallevel inreases both the portability and the modularity of theevaluation riteria, whih, in most of the similar works, arediretly hard-oded in the tools.



Figure 10: Operationalization of MetaOCGL for on-tology veri�ation.
4.3 Operationalization of MetaOCGL: an ap-

plication to ontology matchingThe objetive of ontology mathing is to disover and eval-uate identity links between oneptual primitives (oneptsand relations) of two given ontologies supposed to be builton onneted domains. Our approah relies on the use ofthe axiomati level of the ontologies to disover semantianalogies between primitives, in order to reveal identitiesbetween them and to alulate the similarity oe�ient ofthese identities, i.e. a oe�ient that indiates how loselytwo onepts or relations are related. The omparison ofaxioms is based on their representation at the meta-level, inorder to preserve their formal semantis but to erase theirsyntatial di�erenes, while existing mathing algorithmsare essentially based on syntatial omparison [10℄.Our algorithm takes as input two ontologies O1 and O2(represented in OCGL) and provides as output potentialsimilarities between two onepts or two relations: the re-sult is a set of mathings (Pi, P
′

j , C), where Pi and P ′

j arerespetively oneptual primitives (onepts and relations)of O1 and O2, and C the similarity oe�ient between Piand P ′

j . Both axiom shemata and domain axioms are usedto evaluate or disover primitive mathings. Of ourse, theweight of eah OCGL property is used to modulate its in-�uene on the evaluation of the mathing.As introdued in �gure 9, domain axioms are representedin MetaOCGL, in order to ompare their strutures inde-pendently of the labels that appear in their nodes. Foreah axiom ouple (a1, a2), where a1 ∈ O1 and a2 ∈ O2,the representations of a1 and a2 in MetaOCGL, meta(a1)and meta(a2), are built. These representations an be en-rihed by adding information about the nodes: for instane,in �gure 9, the two relations enemy of the axiom in OCGLare represented in MetaOCGL by the two onepts An-teedent_R whih are linked by the meta-relation alledtype_identity.Two types of topologial equivalene are then onsidered:the equivalene, that ours when projetions (in the on-text of the CG model) exist from meta(a1) to meta(a2)and from meta(a2) to meta(a1), without onsidering the
type_identity relations, and the typed equivalene thatours when the two projetions exist with the type_identity

relations. Of ourse, the weight of a typed equivalene ishigher than those of an equivalene. A typed equivalene(resp. equivalene) between two axioms inreases the oef-�ient of nodes linked by projetion by the weight of theaxiom typed equivalene (resp. equivalene). For exam-ple, the two axioms of �gure 9 are equivalent beause twoprojetions exist between their meta-graphs without on-sidering the type-identity relations. When onsidering thetype-identity relations, there exists no projetion, so theyare not typed equivalent.We have applied these priniples to the mathing of twoontologies related to the family domain [8, 7℄. This exper-iment has shown the relevane of the omparison of twoontologies at the meta-level, even if the algorithm has to beimproved, in partiular by taking the subsomption links intoaount.
5. CONCLUSIONIn this artile, we have presented a method whih aimsat using ontologies to perform di�erent types of reasoning.This method proposes to automatially adapt the represen-tation of the axioms to the type of reasoning the KBS inwhih the ontology is integrated is dediated to. This op-erationalization of ontology, based on the desription of theoperational goal of the KBS through a senario of use, analso be applied for reasoning on the ontologies themself, byoperationalizing an ontology of the language used to repre-sent the ontologies.What we laim here is that the representation of axiomsin the ontologies of the Web have to be neutral towards thedi�erent types of reasoning, to ensure at most as possible theportability and the reutilisability of ontologies. But this neu-trality supposes, for reasoning on the Web, that ontologiesan be operationalized aording to the di�erent operationalgoals of the Web appliations.We only onsider in this artile a very narrow set of se-nario of use, but the operationalization an be extended, forinstane to adapt an ontology to an appliation aording toa partiular deidability or omplexity lass. In our mind,the problem of deidability or omplexity have not to be on-sidered at the ontologial level, but only at the operationalone. An ontology has to apture the whole knowledge of adomain, independently from reasoning problem. The on-strution of ontologies for the Semanti Web has to ignorethe di�erent lass of OWL languages. At this step, only theexpressivity of the language is onsidered. The restritionof suh an ontology to a lass of OWL or OWL+SWRL o-urs when the ontology is used in an operational system. Atthis step, the operationalization will then onsists both inhanging some representation of axioms and removing someof them.So, we argue that reasoning on the Web supposes thatthe ontologial level and the operational level are separated,and that problems relative to reasoning are only onsideredat the operational level. Thus, the problem of ontology rep-resentation, and speially of axioms representation only de-pends of the expressivity the ontology representation lan-guages are supposed to o�er. The reasoning problems leadsto adapt eah ontology, aording to the kind of reason-ing for whih we want to use it. This approah allows toensure the reutilisability of ontologies, and to apture thewhole semantis of a domain independently of any reason-ing problem. Moreover, ontologies an be more easily used



to reason, beause the operationalization proess produesan operational ontology adapted to the kind of reasoningthe KBS is supposed to performed.In the ase of two agents that ommuniate on the Web,only the ontology on whih the dialog is based has to beshared. The operational senario used by eah agent de-pends on the reasoning the agent performs, and this opera-tional senario has to be shared only if the ommuniationbetween the agents is about this senario. Moreover, a se-nario of use an be seen has an instane of a partiular kindof PSM ontology, and an then be shared as ontology byWeb agents.The seond point we want to underline is that reasoningon the Web both requires to reason on domain knowledgeand on ontologies, beause KBS on the Web require ontol-ogy evaluation and alignment. The method that we havepresented allows to perform these two kinds of reasoning,by using a meta-representation of the used ontology repre-sentation language.This work is also an example of the joint use of domain on-tologies and meta-ontologies. The next step is to integrate inthe same KBS domain ontologies, meta-ontologies, PSM on-tologies and/or high-level ontologies, to perform more om-plex reasonings on the Web. In partiular, PSM ontologiesan be used to speify the senario of use of the operational-ization of a domain ontology.
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